for the knowledge computations with creative thinking through the embedded intelligence extraction during the complex image registration process.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exponential developments in image processing and unimaginable number of applications for image registration is an impact of worldwide digital revolution aspects practically in every human to and business enterprises [1, 2, 3, 8, 9] . Most of the computer based solutions are initially planned as knowledge economy systems, but are developed by humans, and are naturally linked with cognitive computing, where the complex mathematical aspects are unexplained at times. This is due to lack of time, efforts, support, knowledge, requirements, etc., and many. Therefore, a framework is developed in order to acquire the intelligence from images using image registration technique through image processing and cognitive computing paradigm.
II. MOTIVATION
The digital revolution has worldwide impact on each and every aspect that needs new developments always. The acquisition of required intelligence available in the form of images through image processing became a basic activity, where new innovative techniques are essential in image registration. Image registration is one of the essential preprocessing techniques which is already identified for the purpose, but also identified that one such technique is not at all sufficient to meet the purpose, as it is application dependent. The intelligence acquisition from the images is a complex and critical application calls for new image registration techniques. Therefore, a frame work is developed and a new image registration technique is suggested to meet the requirement in this study work.
III. IMAGE PROCESSING
The image processing has been inspired by the invention by photography, where image acquisition by either human or machine or satellite, and its later examinations are entirely two separate activities in time and space. The first time imaging of any object, and its later processing is initiated as image processing are two independent actions, and from which image registration emerged as its essential and inevitable pre-processing activity.
The traditional image processing activity is a core computer application developmental area to science & technology and to facilitate the overall human centered image management. But, due to its exponential growth of huge volumes of image data through various capturing devices and internet, the human centered handling of huge image data is impossible in future. Hence, the combination of image processing and cognitive computing is required to replace this problem as cognitive image processing machines that can think and process, where cognitive image registration plays a key role. Therefore, this trend is particular with knowledge processing movement where the transition from a computational image data processing to cognitive information processing as a paradigm change, which affects the science & technology, worldwide. The transition is a novel idea but its practical implementations needs basic understanding of human brain, complex denotational mathematics that hampers and delays for implementations.
IV. COGNITIVE COMPUTING
Cognitive Computing is a novel paradigm and is used for the development of intelligent computing systems and procedures, and is mostly based on cognitive informatics [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . Cognitive informatics is new discipline that studies the natural intelligence and internal information processing mechanisms of the brain, as well as the processes involved in perception and cognition. Hence, the cognitive informatics is a new and multidisciplinary area for the study of natural human brain thinking, cognition, intelligence, information sciences and internal information processing mechanisms as well as processes involved in the perception, etc. The research work investigates for the natural human brain thinking and processing mechanisms in order to implement for the science and engineering computing applications. This enables to achieve better problem solution skills through study and achieve better results to the critical and complex problems. The cognitive informatics enables to develop and implement computational intelligence mechanisms like human brain. The latest research work and developments in cognitive computing and cognitive informatics are by using denotational mathematics that enables to develop future generation, intelligent, knowledge processing systems, thinking machines, etc, and is called as Cognitive Computers that think.
V. COGNITIVE IMAGE REGISTRATION
The traditional image registration process is a field to facilitate computer based human centered image management and to develop various applications for science & technology in image processing domain, and is used to process reference & sensed images to extract intelligence embedded in them for required application solution. But, is lacking in cognition, as it is a direct application dependent solution development as a preprocessing activity. It is assumed that the ability of human brain is to think and reason, and is the nearest definition to the cognition. Hence, the combination of cognitive computing and image registration is attempted as a framework development.
The importance and essential requirement of image registration technique as a preprocess in image processing is already identified and need more techniques to be developed as it is application dependent. The possibility of the emotion recognition in the image processing domain by using image registration techniques is identified. The acquisition, representation, storage and visualization of knowledge are key processes that to be addressed in the knowledge processing systems for cognitive computers. The usefulness of cognitive computing in emotion recognition is already identified and technology is under development by using cognitive intelligence and denotational mathematics. In addition, the human knowledge processing, ensemble learning, cognitive thinking and its memory mechanisms, are also under developmental stages for the cognitive computers that can think.
Recognition of embedded intelligence in the images through image registration is possible through various transformation techniques, and can be extended for the recognition of emotions in the images. This is possible through the development human knowledge processing, knowledge acquisition, ensemble learning and cognitive memory mechanisms by various complex transformations and denotational mathematics. These developments are beyond the scope of the research but an attempt is made as a framework for the development of new image registration technique for intelligence acquisition from the images.
VI. ARCHITECTURE
Always, it is not essential to search for gray area problems, but the researcher having broad thinking for the integration of existing domains to develop a required solution to any complex area problems in computer science. As the critical requirement is acquisition of intelligence from the images, hence Image Processing and Cognitive Computing are two paradigms considered to develop cognitive image registration technique and explored as framework development, and its architecture is given in the Figure 6 .1 below: 
VII. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW IMAGE REGISTRATION TECHNIQUE
In addition to the above conceptual study and framework, few more efforts are made and extended the work for development of a new image registration technique in order to emphasize its complexity & importance in the image processing domain, and presented here. The new image registration technique that emerged with Radon and Slant transformation, and by considering Cameraman, Lena and VegCrop image sets with Rotation, Translation and Scaling as geometrical transformations [4, 5, 6, 7] . The performance of new image registration technique is evaluated with RMSE, PSNR and Entropy measures, and tested for a specific application. The results are found unique and superior in terms of its accuracy [13, 14] . Finally, the results are presented in the self explanatory graphical format in Table: 7.1 -7.8. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The complexity of image registration process is understood and found that the results are superior. Even though the developed framework is highly useful and proved for a required application, but efforts are required to extend the work for emotion recognition area of image processing. The future is for systems and applications to accelerate and extract human intelligence, innovation & creativity into them with new class of developments in cognitive computing.
